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PREFACE

This thesis began as an attempt to clarify

some of the notions discussed by J. Isbell in a paper

delivered at the Kanpur Topological Conference, 1968.

The first section of the second chapter does this •

. Chapter one contains basic definitions and

facts from category theory. Some of these facts are

known, but are not easily found in the literature.

In Chapter two, after the expansion ~f some

of Isbell's reTIarks, there is a discussion of the

category of zero-dimensional, compact, Hausdorff,

Boolean lattices XeS!. A detailed proof is given

to show that there is a dual equivalence between the

category of sets and ?<o~ • This latter fact is

stated in [2] with a brief indication of proof. It

L'lUSt be pointed out that the proof given in this pa

per also demonstrates that every object in I<e~ is

a power of the two element object in J<o3t .
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CHAPTER I

Preliminaries

This chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section states some definitions and theorems from

category theory that \'/ill help the reader understand

this thesis. The second section provides motivation for

the main body of this paper.

Section I

In this section the notion of an adjunction is

introduc ed and some interestint; exa:aples are explored.

Afterwards, the Adjoint Functor Theorem is stated, the

concept of representability is defined, and the two are

then related.

First SOLle general assuI:1ptions relating to the

entire thesis nust be stated. Ens will always denote

the category of sets. Categorical duality will always

be denoted by starring; for exaLple, if "X is a catebory,

then its dual category will be written ~*. Let ~

and Q1 be categories. If a functor F:A ~ lB is

I
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stated otherwise.

In the context of this thesis this defir_i tion is

and it is to be read as "F .is the

In mathematics in general the notion of a func-

the same. In terms of category theory the notion of a

e.p = <{Jb,a :(Fb,a)A ~ (b,Ga)s (1.1)

The functor P is called a left adjoint for G, and G is

cause it tells when various structures are essentially

tion having an inverse is funda~entally important be-

contravariant, then F determines the two covariant

sometimes unwieldly. The following definition and the two

called a riGht adjoint for F. The notation F-I G will

be used to indicate that there exists an.·.adjunction

subsequent propositions provide a more relevant context

where P: "'g~A and G:A--~::B are "functors and tp is a

all functors are assuned to be covariant except where

for the notion of an adjunction. The proofs of the pro

positions are common in literature (see MacLane ~oJ p.116

121, or Ylitchell [11] p.117-1.19).

left adjoint of G".

functors *F: A *~'B and F*: A--......~ {8*. Therefore

functor having an adjoint plays a similar role.

Definition: An adjunction is an ordered triple (F,G,~):~-.~

(F,G, tp ): 13~A

'natural equivalence
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Defini tion: Let G:A ~ 13 be a functor and let b be

an obj ec t of '35. A universal r.lorpr_isnfrom b to G is an

ordered pair (a,u) where a is an object of A and u:b~Ga

is a morphism in '£ such that for any ordered pair (a/,f)

where a' is an object of.4 and f:b-.Ga' is a morphism

of ~ there exists a unique tlorphisE f/:a~a' inA with

IGf 0 u = f ..This can be pictured in ter:r:s of the follow-

ing diagrams:

The dual of this notion is a universal morphism from G to b.

Proposition 1.1 An adjunction (F,G,tfJ):03~A determines

(i) A natural transfOrl:lation Ii :1s~ GF, called the unit

of the adjunction, w~ich has t~e property that for any

object b of ~ the ordered pair (Fb, ~b: b~GFb) is uni

versal from b to G, while for each f:Fb~a:

if f = Gf 0 'Yfb : b -+ Ga -( 1. 2)

(ii) A natural transforLation £: FG~'!4 ' called the

counit of the adjunctio~, which has the property that

each morphisp.l Ea is 'universal to a from F, vlhile for

each g: b~Ga



of these diagrans are sometines called the triangle iden-
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II

(1.4) II

The relationships expressed by tte cor~lltativity

cOIDWutativediaGrams.

tities oian adjunction.

tion by two identities on t~:e unit and couni t of an

adjunction. This can be visualized by the following

Rermrks

times written as (F,G,,,,,/, ~): 'g---+-A.

(ii) Intuitively, Proposition 1.2 describes an adjunc-

(i) Because of this proposition, adjunctions are SOl'le-

(iii) Both of the following composites are identities

(of G, resp. F).
11 Go &t:

G-----'GFG~ G,

Proposition 1.2 An adjunction is deterrnned by functors

~.,: '8--+A and G:A~J3 and natural transfornations

'11 : 1'8 ~ GF and [:FG~~ such that both conposites

(1.4) are identity transformations. Here ~ is defined

by (1.2) and t(' by (1.3).



The hotion of adjunction has been defined for

covariant functors. Now suppose S:A- . ~ Q3 and T: '~~A

are contravariant functors. S and T are called adjoint

on the right if and only if there exists a natural equi

valence 1/= <fdJP :(a,Tb)A ~ (b,Sa).~. To reduce this to

the usual notion of an adjunction replace S and T by the

covariant functors *s:A*~~ and T*:\B )A*.

Then q; becomes ~= ~hl~ : (T*b,ak~ ;t (b, *Sa) ~ •

(i.e., lfa,b =~~a ), and hence there is an adjunction

(~*,*S, Cf): ~ ~A*. The unit of t_:.is adjunction is

?/ :1Q3 ~*ST* and the counit is £:T**S---'r1;t..* In

terms of If!, the unit and. counitare '11: 1/:8' ~ ST and

E.:"!.4 ~ TS respectively.

utilizing the notion of an adjunction, the follow-

ine definitions and proposition extend and clarify the

notion of an isonorphisD in' terms of category theory.

Definitions

(i) A functor S:A U3 is called an equivalence of.4

wi th ~ if and only if tL.ere exists a functor. T: Q3 --Ar

such that 14 ~ TS and ST ; 113 •

(ii) A dual eauivalence is an equivalence of.-4 with OJ *.

(iii) An adjoint equivalence of A with ~ is an adjunction

(T, S, "'1 , ~ ) : ~ ----....4 in which both the unit 1 :1Q3 ~ ST

and the cOl.mi t £: TS ~J4 are natural equivalences.

(iv) A dual adjoint eauivalence is an adjoint equivalence

of A wi th ~*.

5
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Remark Let (T,S, 'I ' € ): 13-+4 be an adjoint

equivalence. Then since ~ and £. are natural equivalences,

,-' and £:" are also natural equivalences, and hence the tri

angle identi ties ~ T" T1 = 1 and S ~ " .~ S = 1 can be written

as T 'f' 0 C'T '::: 1. and ?f'S CIS £-1 = 1 respectively. These

identities tLen state that (S,T,~(',b-I):A )043 is an ad-

junction with £-':14- ~TS as unit and ''f':ST--+o-1 03 as

counit. Therefore in an adjoint equivalence (T,S,~,r):~-+A

the functor T: "£-~~A is trLe left ad j oint of S:A~Q3

wi th the unit '7j and at the sar:,e tiI1e T is the riCr..t adjoint

of S wi t h u..Ylitel.

The follO\'Jinr; proposition 'clarifies the inter-

connection between tLe various kinds of equivalences.

For the proof see MacLane [lOJ, p.135-137.

Pro~0sition 1.3 The following properties of a functor

s: .4-----+~are eQ.uivalent.

(i) S is an ~quivalence of ccteguries.

(ii) S is part of an adjoint equivalence

( T , s, '>1 ' t:. ) : '£ ~ .4- •

(iii) S is full, faithfull, and representative. II·

Re~ark A functor S:A--"~~ is called full if and only

if for any morphis~ g' (Sa, Sb) there exists a morphism

g' ~ (a,b). such that Sg' = g. S is called faithfull if

it preserves distinctness of morphisns. S is called re-



presentative if for every object b in B there exists

an object a inA such that Sa is isomorphic to b.

In general in the literature there are many

examples of ad junctions (T, S, t.p ) : 05 --"!Ioo~4. In order

to make the foregoine material riore r..eaningful sone ex

amples will now be given of adjul:lctions of the form

(T,S,cp):-S*-+A- •

ExaDple 1.1 Let ~ be a category. Suppose there are

functors O:':X ')(?< )0 )<: (X, Y) '\."--~ X OY and

( )( ):1< )( 'X* >X:(X,Y)"'-'---.,) X Y • Suppose further

there are equivalences fP"< :(XDY,Z) = (X,ZY) which
X,Y,Z

is natural in X, Y, and Z, and 0X,y:XOY =YOX which

.is natural in X and Y. Fix A and put fOXy= ((J'i ,,/\ ,1 (ox '/, ll\)"CP.,( y /I
7~) 'i ~ ~ J I )

where the composite is defined as the series of natural

equivalences

(X,A Y) ~ (XQ Y,A) ~ (YOX,A) ~ (Y,AX)

Hence - the cOIlposi te is an equivalence fx.:t: (X,A Y) N (Y ,A X) •,

For a fixed object A in ~ define a contravariant

functor F:){ ~){:X~)AX. This defines functors

F*: ?< lo 1< *:X "'~AX and *F: J< *~)( :X -'\AA.) AX. Then

by the previous assumption on ?{,

(F*X,y))<~c:: (AX'Y)j()= (y,AX)x ~ (X,AY)x = (X,*FY);<.

Hence (*P,F*,lfx,'() :X*~X is an adjunction and *F----;F*;

i.e. F is adjoint on the right to itself.

'7



The general setting is illustrated by the following

special cases.

(i) Let J< = Ens. Here 0 = x, the usual cartesian

product for sets, and A B = {all functions B --...,.A1 .
Let U, Y,and_Z be sets. Any function f:Ux Y~Z of

two variables naturally determines a function flf :Y~ZU

of one variable (in Y) whose values are functions of a

second variable (in U). Pore preciselY'~f(Y)(u) = f(u,y)

for all u E U and for all y € Y. It will now be shown

that the assign:,ent f~..,. lPf defines an equivalence

tp : (U xY,Z) = (Y,Z U) natural in X, .Y, and Z.

To shqw that the assigli.I'lent f ""'-)t{Jf is one-to

one, suppose f ......------>cf and g ......-......)(p. Then for all YEY

and for all u e. U, f(u,y) = tp (y) (u) = g(u,y). This ir.1-

plies that the fll...Ylctions f and {!, are equal. To show

that ,the assiGnment f 'V'--/'-)C(Jf is onto let 1 €: (Y, Z U ) •

Hence f:Y---.ZU and each yE:Y de-cerrlines ljJ(y):U---+Z.

Then each u E U deternines 'fey) (u) f Z. Therefore a

function f':UxY~Z is defined by f(u,y) =r(;)')(u)

and f ,,,"'"'''-') 'f •

If Y and U are sets, then there is a natural

isomorphism from YxU to UxY which takes (y,u) to (u,y).

So for a fixed set A, the general setting says that

In sUJ'lLary, what ttis discussion shows is that
( . )

for a fixed A the functor A is.adjoint on the right to

itself.

8



(ii) Let ~ be a category of nodules over a commuta-

tive ring R with unit~ Let 0 =@ , the usual tensor

product, and let AB = Hom(B,A) as an R-module.

Let M, N, and P be R-modules. Any R~bilinear

function f:Hx N~P determines functions f rn = f(r:1,-)

from 1T to P. Since f is linear in n for 'a fixed me M,

f tTl = f(m,-):1T~P is linear, and so f m€ pN. Thus the

assignnent m "'",.....)T. is a function f::H ---+P~. By assump-;"

tion f is also linear in L1 for a fixed n ~ N and hence

1 :r1~pN is linear and so f f HOL1(1l,P'J).

The following argument will show that fF~f is an

isomorphisu by constructing an inverse for it. Given any

f :}1~pN define f by f(m,n) = fro (n). Then the li

nearity of fiLplies that f(m,n) is linear in ill, and

the linearity of each f :N~P implies that f(m,n) ism

linear in n. Therefore f is bilinear 'and 1 ~f is

the desired inverse •.

Hence the R-module S of R-bilinear mappings

11xN--)0 P is in natural .one-to-one correspondence with

Hom (N,IN) • If M and N are R-modules then recall that

the tensor product of r1 .and N is defined to be the

ordered pair (T,g), where T is an R-module (usually

denoted by T = M~ N) and g :!1 x r:---Ja)aT is a bilinear

map which has the following universality property:

Given 8..11:. R-r:todale P and any R-bilinear oapping f:!'UcN-P

9



there exists' a unique R-linear map ft :T~P such

that f = ftog. Now this property iE-plies that every

bilinear function f:M xN~P in S has the form

f(m,n) = f(m@ n) for a unique ft :T~P. Now the R-

bilinear mappings from MXN to P are naturally equiva

lent firstly to Horrr(rl, pN) 8.."'1.d secondly to Hom (1·: ~ N,p) •

"J. Hence- HOLl(M ~ N,p) a Hom(}1,P~).

Now for any R-modules nand N there is always

a natural isohorphism q' from t-1(lJ N to n~ II defined by

cp :m ® n 'h---') n ® m. Hence a category of modules over

a cOL1I:lutative riIlb R with unit is an example of the

general setting. In this category the functor p{ )is

self adjoint.

Specializing the exaE,ple of modules, let ·X be

a category of finite dimensional vector spaces over a

field K. For any obj ect X EX put F(X) = 1\X = X*, the

usual vector space dual; i.e., the set of linear func-

tions from X to K. Then F is a contravariant functor

from Xto X. By the first part of this example F is

adjoint on the right to itself. Since X is finite di-

mensional, the equality X = X** defines natural equiva

lence X~FFX, and FFX --+X (the unit and couni t of the

adjunction). Hence this is an exanple of a category

which is dually adjointly eQuivalent with itself.

Before we proceed to our next exrolple, a lemr2

10



and its corollary have to be proven.

Lemrla 1.4 Every diagram in the full subcategory of

Ens consisting of the empty set and the singletons

commutes.

Proof:

Let

be a diagram in this subcategory of'Ens.

If a = ¢, then there is exactly one map a--+-d.

If a f. ¢, then b, c, and d are also not eGpty.

Hence a~b~d = a---+c~d. II
Corollary 1.5 Let ~ be any category and let F,G:X--.Ens

be functors such that

(1) Fk and Gk are either the empty set or a

singleton for all objectsk ~ X •

(2) Fk f. ¢ if and only if Gk f. ¢.
Then F ~ G.

Proof:

Define tPk :Fk~ Gk as follows:

Cfk= ¢ if they are both empty.

fk is the only map otherwise.

For any u:k~k" the lemrlia above implies that

the following diagram is always cor~utatuive.

1'1



Hence F ~ G. II

(iii) Let X be a pseudocomplemented lattice. Fix

an obj ect k ~?i'. Let a be an obj ect in 1<. By de-

finition an object b <;;){ is the pseudocomplement of

a relative to k if and onl,Y if b = (sup x e ){ :x f\ a f k1 .
This b is denoted as b a For any object y ~ J< ,= k •

Y .!: b = k a =a 1\ k ~) Y1\ a ~ k. In this exanple let 0 = II ,

the usual meet in a lattice and let kX = the pseudo

complement of x relative to k. Notice that (Yllx,k) I ¢
if and only if (y,kx) I ¢. Hence by Corollary 1.5 the

two functors 1-* 'J ·x *" X .,. Ens defined by

(y ,x,k) :~'\...~) (y 1\ x,k) and (y ,x,k) ~~ (y,kX ) are natu

rally equivalent. In any lattice ;L there is a functor

F: 'L--~)o~ :x " y '\.'-~ Y 1\ x. Hence by the general theory

there exists an equivalence If = r..f : (y ,kX ) .~ (x,kY) ,y,x
which is natural in x and y; i. e., the functor k C )

given by trueing pseudocomplenents with respect to k

is adjoint to itself 9n the riGht.

Specializing the previous exa~ple of a pseudo

complemented lattice let X be a Boolean lattice. In

this case let k = 0, the least element of the lattice.

Then for any object x GX , OX = x' the cornpler.Jent of x.

The functor 0 C ):){ --..,.){ is tr~en simply the order inverting

map of taking conplenents. Since (a')' = a in a Boolean

lattice, at 'is actually a dual equivalence. This is the

farJiliar self-duality of Boolenn lattices.

'12



Example 1.2 (Stone Duality) Let B.a.. be the category of

Boolean spaces and their continuous m.ap.s. Let B.E. be

the category of Boolean lattices rold their honomorphisms.

Let B: &~U Jt
be the functor which L'.aps any Boolean

space X to its Boolean lattice of open-closed sets BX.

For any f:X ---!I-' Y in ~, let Bf :BY )00 BX be the map

A __~f-1 (A) where A is any open-closed subset of Y.

Le t .1l.: ~* --.)00 Eo- be the functor which I;laps any Boolean

lattice L to its Stone space .ilL. For any h:X ) Y in

& , Ilh: 11Y .. J"lX is the map U~ h-1 (U) where U is

any ultrafilter in Y. Then B---I.lL and B and1lprovide

an equivalence of &. with m*.
Proof:

BX is a Boolean lattice since finite unions,

finite intersections, and cOIlplenents of open-closed

sets are again such sets. Bf is a Boolean lattice homo

morphism since f-1 (AflB) = f- 1 (A)" f- 1 (B), I 1 (A') = f- 1 (A)',

f- 1 (AvB) = f-1 (A) v f- 1 (B), and B(fg) = (Bf) (Bg).

Consider the functor..fi.: U * ~ ~ defined

above. Here~L is the ultrafilter space of L. Its

topology is generated by the basis {U:a~Ue-.ll·~=lla for af,L:

since firstly,.n. a () .Q b =Il-al\b' and secondly,

a,b~U ~a',b'~U-:;::::;;>a'l\b'fU~ flaU.[L b =.JLavb •

.n L is a Boolean space; i. e. , it is zero-

dimensional, cOI!:pact, and Hausdorff. To see the zero

dir:1ensionali ty notice that fL~lle =JL U Jl '" and that. a a· .



)0 BJl. as

14

.1l.a n 12 , =.JL I = Jl. = ~ implies that en. a)' =.J1. a I •·a alia 0

To prove the Hausdorff property let U and V be the ultra-

filters and suppose U -I V. Then there exists an a G. U

where a f V. Hence a E U and a I e V, which inplies that

U ~ lla and V 6 n a' • To prove the cOI.1pactness property

consider X ~ L where.n.= aYx ila and s~ppose Jl ~ aYF ...D.a

for all finite F f X. Now ~..n.. = .Jl VF. The assump-
r h""Te a

tion that .ltV!=, ~ Jl inplies that there exists a U E_Q

such that VF f U. This implies that (VF)' € U which in

turn implies that 0 -I a~ A •••• A a'n ~ U for F ={a1' ••• ,an) ~ x.

Hence XI generates a proper filter which is 'contained in

some ultrafilter U. But there exists an afX such that afU,

which is a contradiction since a' is also in·U. Therefore

11,L is conpact.

''Ii th respect to the action of.fl on maps, notice that

f'~)is an ultrafilter since if a i f-1 (U) then f(a) t U, so

f(a) I ~ U. and hence a I eo r 1 (U). The map f is continuous

because (Jl.f)-1 (lla) ={1!: (..nf) (U) ~na1=·[U:aGf-1 (U)}={U:f(a)tU')

=llf(a). Notice also that n(fg) = (SLf)(ilg).

Now define ~ : 1~ "SLB and : 1 ill*
follows.

llx:X ~:n..BX:a ·,-~l {V:a Eo V ~ BX~

€L:L .. BftL:c ~Jl = ~U:c e U f.J1- 3..c .
The following argunent will show that'~as de-

fined above is a natural isomorphiso. For U ~ BX,

7(x-
1

(-fLU) = ~a:U e f(x(a)1 = {a:a ~ U1= u.' so, is



continuous. Next, let f:X-~,.yeQ31. To prove the

naturnli ty of ~ it must be shown that the following

diagram coruautes.

X-------9)0Y

~~1 l~'
n n x' ----~>- A B'I

...... 1:> .n.Bf'

Note that for any open-closed set V, Bf(V) = r-1 (V).

Then for f:X .,. Y, Bf :BY ) BX:V~ f-1 (V) • Hence

for any ultrafilter U, nBf: ..n.BX--4-.n.BY:U'\.~(V:f-1 (V)~U-}

Then 1ix(a) is r..a.pped to f.l:alif- 1 (V)1= (V:f(a) E v1= ~Xf(a).

Therefore ll13f 0 '~X = "1 yof, and the diagram COffiIllutes ~

To finish the argument it renains to show that

~x is one-to-one and onto for each X. This implies

it is an isonorphism because the spaces are compact.

Let a I b where a, b ~ X. Then there exist open-closed

sets U, V in BX such that a "U, be V, a <t V, b f U. Hence

1
x

( a) I 11 X(b) and therefore '}/
x

is one-to-one. Now for

anyU f ......t1-BX there exists an a E V':'UV by compactn~ss.

So U ~ 1
x

(a) and therefore U =~lx(a) since U is an ultra

filter. Hence 1x is onto. This concludes the proof

that'lis a natural isomorphism.

The following argument will show that E as pre-

viously defined is a natural isomorphism. That E. is a

,

15
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Boolean lattice homomorphism comes from the facts

that -.0. a () .Il b =.Il aA b ' ..n. a U Jl. b = JL a vb' Jl. 0 -:: ¢,

and ll.e = ..D... L • It will now be shown that f
L

i$ one

to-one and onto for each L. This will then ~nply

that i L is an isomorphism for each L. First, £L(c)

is open-closed since a.. , =.IL • Let c· I d, where
...... c c'

c ,d ~ L, then c 1\ d < c v d. To show that £L is one-to-

one, it is sufficient to produce an ultrafilter con-

taining one but not the other. Now c A·d.(. c v d implies

(~vd) A(C Ad)' 10. So there exists a U Ii: -1'1-L with

( c v d) /\ (c /\ d) , E U. Th en c v d e U; also, (c Ad) 'E U

and hence c 1\ d if U. Thus U E ..Il d and U 4 Jl. d.
C" c/\

Since .Jl c =.Jl. d implies -llCAd = _rt. cl/d this shows

-O..c I .ltd· £L is onto, since sup:iJose 2: f.n.. L is an

open-closed set. Then 2: = alil ..Q.a . compact ir.1plies

L"=.n.a U ••• UJl = ....IL ; i.e., theJ)_a are
1 a K a 1 v ••• vak

exactly the open-closed sets.

Let f:K---+~L-E~. To prove the.naturality

of it must be shown that the following diagraL cOI1Cutes.

}{ -------..,,.. L

B.(L K-----~>' BAL

Now ll.f: ~flL --~JlK:U~f-1 (U) and hence

1"6



Proof:

Conversely assume b ~ Sa in ~ iff a f Tb in ~

~ and Bt*. II

(1.5)a !: Tb in Aiff

and £ :l~ * .. SD. are natural equivalences. Hence

by Proposition 1.2 there is adjoint equivalence between

'mat has been shown is that '1{ :ls.;--~)o 12B

B1l.f:BJ2 K . ~ BJ2L: t ~:>{u:r1 (U)'- ~.~. So fia

is mapped to £;:f-1 (U)E. na~=[U:f(a) GUt.= .12.
f
(a).

Therefore Bnf ~ € = ( 4f, and the diagram commutes.
K L

This concludes the proof that £ is a natural isomorphism.

Example 1.3 (Galois Correspondences) LetA and J3 be quasi

ordered cate2;ories. Let S:A~?B and T:iB~A be

order-inverting functors. TLen Sand T will be adjoint

on the right if and only if for all objects a ~A and for

all 0 b j e c t s b ~ iB ,

b f Sa in ffi

and notice that this is equivalent to the assumption

b <f Sa in -S iff Tb ~ a in A*. If (b,Sa).~ = ¢ then also

(Tb,a)A* = ¢. If (b,Sa)~ I ¢ then also (Tb,a)A* ;£ ¢.

Therefore by corollary 1.5 there is a natural equivalence

in A •

Assume Sand T are adjoint on the right. This

implies that there is. a natural eqUivalence (b,Sa)~ ~ (a,Tb~.

Because A and ~ are quasi-ordered categories any hom set

has at J1'lOst one eleDent. Therefore b ~ Sa in ~ iff a ~ Tb



and Tb ~ TSTb ~ Tb are the triangle identities connect-

The unit and counit of this adjunction are de-

Tb ~ TSTb ~ Tb.

Because the relations on it and .~ are only quasi-

18

II

fined by the inequalities "1: 103 --+~ ST:b ~ STb and

(-,S-) = (T-'-)A* and hence T and S are adjoint on. "lB ~

the right.

orders, it is not possible to replace the orderin6

Similarly, the triangle identities of the adjunction

are defined by the inequalities Sa ~ STSa ~ Sa and

junction is the inequality b ~ STb, the counit is the

then all. that can be said is t}~attLeunit of the ad-

~:TS "'~*:TSa f a. These conditions come from

(1.5) by letting a = Tb and b = Sa respectively.

symbols of the triangle identities by equality signs.

If tl:e orderings on A and 63 are partial orders, then

the trirolgle identities becone S = STS and T = TST

respectively. If the orderin0 s are only quasi-orders

inequality TSa ~ a and the inequalities Sa ~ STSa ~ Sa

ing the unit and counit.

An adjunction (T,S, lp): 'S~A * "'here STS ~ .s
and TST ~ T is called a Galois correspondence between~

and ~. Note that for any Galois correspondence, q can

always be defined by the relation b f Sa in ~ iff Tb ~ a

in A*.
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The previous definitions and exanples naturally

lead to the question of when a flillctor has an adjoint.

conditions for a functor to have a left adjoint.

a-----~~T($J

The following discussion gives necessary and sufficient

phiSI:l a-....,.+o)o T( b) in A , there exist morphisI!lS a~ T( si)

Defini tion Let 4 and 63 be categories and let T: 03--+A
be a functor. A set of objects {Si1iGI in Q3 is called

a solution set with respect to T for an object a in~

if and only if for any object b in ~ and for any ~or-

following diagrao Cop.~~utes.

in .A and o(:si--~ b in 8 for sone ·i G I such that tr~e

For the proofs of the following theorem and its

corollary see I':i tchell ELI} p. 124-126.

Theore~ 1.6 (Adjoint Functor Theorem)

Let T: £~A be a functor where Q3 is complete

and locally small. Then T has a left adjoint if and

only if it is a limit preserving functor which admits

a solution set for every object inA.



Another inportant categorical notion is that of

stated which explains the cOilllection between represent-

out circunstances under which the solution set require-

20
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Corollary 1.7 (Special Adjoint }linctor Theorem)

If ~ is a complete and locally srrall category

with a cogenerator, then T:(B~A has a left adjoint

if and only if it is limit preserving.

about representability. A proposition will then be

representability. The definition will be followed by

ment can be relaxed.

Renark The importance of Corollary 1.7 is that it points

the Yoneda le~l[la which presents some basic information

able functors and those functors fro@ an arbitrary

is called representable if and only if it is naturally

equivalent to a hOD functor Ha = (a,-14 for sone object

a EA.

category into Sns which have adjoints.

Defini tion Let A be a category. A functor S:.A-~.,Ens

For the proofs of the following three leGznas

see HapLane kLqp. 82-83. '

Lemr.la 1.8 (Yoneda)

Let s:A ~Ens be a functor and let r be an

object of A. Then there is a bijection

Y: ( (r'-)A ,S)Nat = S(r) (1.6)

which sends each natural transformation ~:(r,-) ~S



an evaluation functor

Lemma 1.10

II

(1.7)

(1.8)

c4
Y":A*-~.. Ens

Y' :A-~>EnsA~

,
21

Corollary 1.9

Let r and s be objects of A. Each natural

transformation (r,-~ ~ (s,-k has the form (f,-)

for a unique f:r "~s. II
No\'! consider the flL.'1.ctor S :.A -----.~ Ens as an

There now remains one special case of an adjoint

E: E11S4-X A ----+> Ens: (S ,r) ""'--'-') Sr

:(F:S~S',f:r-+r')~(F(f):Sf~S'f)

N:msAxA-----+lo Ens: (S,r) ~)«r,-~ ,S)Nat

:(F:S-.S' ,f:r~r') ""~«f'-)A ,P)Nat

A

object in the functor category Ens A, and consider

(S,r) as an object in the category En~xA. Define

Define a functor N as follows

ca:l-l_ed_ the_Yoneda functio:b.~ Its dual is the "faithful

The bijection (1.6) is a natural equivalence

y:N .. E between functors ~T ,E:Ens4x A ~ Ens. For a

morphism f ~A , the correspondence (f:s-+r)'V'A) «f,-) :(r,-)~(s,-))

is a faithful functor

(- , f) : A *~ Ens : (- , s 14

functor

which sends f:s----r to the natural transformation



introduction will therefore conclude with the following

(81,-) .~ (l,T-). Also lEns = (1,-). C08posing with T,

this becomes T g (1,-)" T = (l,T-).

Then the equivalence (81,-) "" (l,T-) N T inplies=

functor that has to be discussed. This section of the

proposition.

Proposition 1.11 Let T:A---+-Ens be a functor. If T

has a left adjoint, then T is representable.

Proof:

Let 8 be the left adjoint of T. Then there is

a natural equivalence (8-'-)4 ~ (-,T-)Ens •.Let 1 be a

one elenent set in Ens. Then the equivalence beco8es

that T is representable by 81. II

,
22



Section 2

By way of introduction, let A be an equational

class of finitary algebras and their hOI:J.oI'i.orphisms. Let

Q be the full subcategory of A generated by the free

algebras with finite basis. This section will show how

to extend a product preserving functor A:Q* -? Ens to a

limi t preserving functor A: A * ~ Ens. After the intro

duction of functor categories, tr-e Yoneda LeBna illld

Proposition 1.11 then imply that there is an equivalence

between ~ and the functor cateGory of liuit preserving

functors from ~* to Ens. For any categories ~ and ~,

the Special Adjoint Functor .Theoren (Corollary 1.7) will

be applied to the category of liT.i t preserving functors

from ~* to 'S , \vhich is denoted IB(.~).). This will

-lead tc a proposition about a categorical equivalence be-

tween ~(~~) and a category J< of certain pairs of func

tors. It is the functor category ~~) and the latter

equivalence that will be studied in Chapter 2 of this

thesis.

Proposition 1.12 Let)t be an equational class of finitary·

algebras and let Q be the full subcategory of all finitely

23
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generated free A- algebras. Let S:Q----.,Ens be a

contravariant functor which takes coproducts to products.

Then S can be extended to a limit preserving functor T

from A * to Ens.

Proof:

Let FA :Ens~A be the free A- aigebra

functor. Let Q be the full subcategory of .A whose

ob j e ctsare all th e FA k, k ~ N. Now SFA k = (SFA 1) k.

For convenience put X = SFA1. Let (f,()-:iEI be the

operations and let (n~ )~E: I be the typ~ of algebras in A .

Define.ho( :FA 1 ~ FA n by h(A (x1) = f~ (x1 ,··· 'Xn ),
so She( :Xn .. X, and there is an .algebra A = (X, (Shol.) I) •

oI.e
Claim: A~A .

Let p be an elenent of tl~e absolutely free alGe

bra F.with n basis elewents z1, ••• ,zn. In any algebraB of

A write p (b1 , ••• , bn ) (bi E B) for the image of p with

respect to the nap F ~B defined by zk~bk' and.

. write PB for this ftmction. To prove that A ~A it must

be shown that PA = qA for all p and Q where PF,4n = qFAn.

Take any p E: F and define p: F.4t 1----...,.. FAn by

p(x1 ) = p(x1 '···'Xn). If it can be proven that Sp = PA

then PF = Q will iElply p = q which in turn iIllplies
An FAn

PA = QA which establishes the claim.

It will now be sho\VIl that Sp = PA. The copro-

duct in A is defined by ~:FA' l . ~ FAn where. i k (x
1

) = xk '



P1 ' • • • , Pn .).;..

Sp(a,,···,cn)

25

k = ', .•• ,n are the injections. Now the facts that

S(FAn) = Xn and that Stakes coproducts to products

imply that Sik= prk. Also, prk = (zk)A and i~ = zk.

Therefore SZk = (zk)A and hence Sp = PA holds for zk.

Next, if Sp = p holds for p" ••• ,Pn consider_A ~ .
p = f~(p" ••• ,p ) where f~ is an operation in F. Thennol..
p(x,) = f<j,(P1, ••• ,Pn,)(x1 , ••• ,xn )

= f~(p, (x, , .•• ,xn ) , ••• 'Pn~(x1'··· ,xn ))

=" f~ (p, (x1), ••• 'Pnd- (x1)).

Now Pk:FA1 ~F.Asn, so SPk:SFAn )'SFAI and hence

Sp,n••• nsPno. :SFAn~SFAn~. So for P = (P1 u ••• UPn.c)chr,< where

F 1 h<t TI p. l.J . " " Up"'.... F
A ~~~ ~An

x1 ~)fd. (x1 , ••• ,~ ) 'VV'oA~fl\G{(p, (x,), ••• 'Pnol.. (x,))

we have Sp = Sh 0'." (Sp, n ••• n SPn<l,) = Sh.. (P1 An ••• n Pno<A) •

(The last equality cones froD the fact that SPA = P
A

for
n

For a" •• ,an X ,

= She( (P.,. (a1 , ••• ,an)'··· 'Pn~(a1 , •• ,an))

= fip" .. ·,Pn)(a" ••• ,an ) = p(a,'''.'8n)'

since S~ is the dth operation of A. This irr:plies Sp = P
A

and therefore A eA.

Define T: A * --~~Ens by putting TB = (B ,A)

for the algebra A defined above.

Claim: T and S agree on Q.

Any object in Q can be written as FAk for some
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k k ' __k k
k ~ N. 'Then T:BA k = (TFAI) = (:EAI,A) = r- = (SFA- I ) = S~ k

implies that T acts the sane on objects as S. To show

that T and S are the same on n:orphisms take a, morphism

h:FAI ~ ~4m, and consider the following cormutative

diagran (where u is any morphism in (FAn,A)).

Hence T acts the Same on the l:1orphis:::n.s of Q C~S S does.

Now, if h = p '''ith p Eo Fm then Sh = So = P
A

; and)

PA(u(xI ) , ••• , u(xm» = U(p(XI,···,X
m
»= u(i (xl»'

In order to allow the discussion to prooeed in

which takes coproducts to ~}rod.ucts has been extended to

a functor T:A '*~ Ens \·:1'.ich preserves lini ts.

Therefore tLe contr8.vo.riaJlt fun'ctor S:Q --!'>-~Ens

(i) Let ~ ~~d ~, be categories. A functor

a SQooth way, soce definitions have to be forn~lated.

Definitions

J: ~'~~ is called codense if and only if each

object in Jj is a coliTlit of objects JD' wilere D' is



are the natural transfornations between these functors.

between the functors. It is usually assumed that the

that the natural transfornations between any two func-
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A functor category is a category whose

objects are functors between two given cateGories

and whose morphisms are the natural transformations

the functor category whose objects are the limit pre

serving ftillctors from ~ to ~ , and whose morphisrns

point involved is that the functors involved are lil.lit

categories, then the functor category whose objects

are the functors between ~ and -e is denoted "6:B.

tors· forn a set by tr.e \'leaker restriction that the

category ~ has a codense subcategory ~', where the

objects of ~, forn a set and not a proper class. The

preserving and hence their values on the objects of h

are determined by their values on the objects of ~t.

natural transformations between any two given functors

In this case it is possible to replace the restriction

form a set and not a proper class. If ~ and ~ are

J: :lJ' -~> ~ is the embedding functor, then b' is

called a codense subcategory of ::r •

an obj ect in ~'. If ~' is a subcateg·ory of £J and

Remark Since linit preserving functors play an im

J?ortan t role in much of the following, let iB{~) denote

(ii)



smallest congruence on (R for which A is contained in

the kernel of the natural nap J<O: 0L ---'~~ OL/B • It

with one basis element. Hence A * has a cogenerator.

Claim: ~ * is complete.
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Let Q be the

will now be Shovffi that ,?rQ is the coequalizer of u and

v. Assume that there exists an f: 01. .. X €A for

which fu = fv. Now fu =. fv=* A ~ker( f) :) Q ~ ker(f) •

A ={(u(b) ,v(b) ):b E: h } e

This will be divided into two parts. It will be

show that A has coequalizers, then it will be shown

that A has coproducts.

Let fJl= (A,(fo\Ln)' ~~= (B,(flll.)"IH)EA and let

u, v: b- )' (}[ ~ A . The coequaliz er of u and v will

now be constructed. Put

. ft· <t\{A"} . 1 . . t .Slnce every unc or 1n N 1S 1D1 preserv1ng,

it is enough to show that ~* satisfies. the hypothesis

of the Special Adjoint Functor Theorem (Corollary 1.7).

~ has a generator, nanely the free ~- algebra

Hence by the second isomorphisQ theorem for algebras,

there exists a unique w: tfljf; --+t such that w q)( = f.
o

Now for coproducts. Let {Ad.. : d.. E..A 1 be a set

of algebras in A. It is required to prove that tLey

Proposition 1.13 Let~ be any category. Every functor

in ~A~ has a left adjoint.

Proof:



}o.
.,.r-X

I~
> A-;.rX/e

i..-.
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A",,---~

FXce.----..,.

Now the kernel of each vj~ contains Q~. Hence

Define j~:FX~~--~~FX by natural injection

by hl
X

= f",ep",\v. l;ow ker(h)'~ Q", for all 01. hence,
8l .A. d.

there exists a norphism f:A )B such that h = fv.

Then fa.= fi~ and hence f is unique. Hence,,4* is complete.

It re~ains to discuss the hypothesis of co-local

there are morphi Sr:1S {f-A0p",: FX-x-.----'to) B: ~ Eo _I\... '1. Now,

It wil~ now be deDonstrated that A is the

coproduct of {A",: QI.. Eo _/L~. Suppose there are morphisms

{fd.:A", ~ B: J...E.A1. The sets X,t are disjoint and

since FX is free, these extend to h:FX--+~B defined

there exist i~:A~----~~A such that the following dia-

v: FX--~')A = FX/g be the natural hOflomorphism..

gram CODr:ll tes.

where FX.. is taken as a subalgebra of FX. Let g be the

congruence Generated by the Q~ • Take A = FX/Q and let

have a coproduct. Let {X,j..: <ll.~...A-'\ be a set of disjoint

sets. Let X = UX~. Let FX be the free algebra with
otu.

basis X.-.. Suppose there are morphisr.1s p",,:FXot "Ad. ,

which are onto, and with kernel g~ •
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smallness for A. In [7] Isbell proves that .A is

colocally small.

Remark Propositions 1.11 and 1.13 together say that

in particular each functor in Ens (4*) is representa

ble; hence, there is an equivalence of A with Ens (.J/) •

II

In the previous proposition it was shown that

any limit preserving functor A: A *-..~ has a left

adjoint. Conversely, by corollary 1.7, if a functor

A: A *~Jj has a left adjoint then A is limit pre

serving. Define a category ~ as follows. ~le objects

of.?< are ordered pairs (T,S) of functors, where S:A*-+JJ

is limit preserving, and where T: ;}j--~~A * is a left

adjoint of S. The Iflorphisms of I<. are ,ordered pairs of

natural transfornations (or,<t) where 't:T--.+T' and

I1:S~S' are natural transformations which are de

fined for objects (T,~),(T',S')EX. Conposition is

the usual composition of natural transformations.

Remark If T---t S and also T' ---.-oil S, then there exists

a natural equivalence d:T ~ T' (Mitchell ell} p.124).

Proposi tion 1.14 There is an equivalence of JJ(;\"J and J< •
Proof:

Define rp: t< ~J.5,v): (T, s) ""-'\.A.) S where T~ S

: ( ( 'C ,IT) : ( T , S) ---. ( T t , S ' ) ) A..-) ( 0-: S~ S' )

where''t and {are natural ·transformations.



The first equivalence is clear from the remark

preceeding the definition of the category ~. The se-

cond equivalence is clear from the proposition. II
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Now cf is clearly well defined •. It will now

be proven that f is an equivalence of i wi th Jj lA*}

by showing that q is full faithful, and representative.

Let #":s ~ S' f 3J(~~) • By Proposition 1.13,

S and S' have left adjoints, say T and T' respectively.

From Nitchell [lr] p.122 it is mown that there exists

a unique natural transfornation ~:T---+)T'. Then

(-c,u) :(T,S)---'~~(T' ,S') is natural in 'X. and t.p(1J.,q-) = (T.

Therefore ~ is full.

Now suppose ('t', 6') , ( 'V' , g-' ) ~ X ,·'/here v.,e can

assume ~1~' without loss of generality. Then

if (ot' ,q-) = g'" 1 rr' = cp ('t' ,l7"). As an aside, notice that

if 't~'C' this forces ~~~I since (in the above notation)

T---its, T' --il S " and 1'~ 'C I inplies (j'~ ~ I by Ii:i tct.ell

~o] p.122. Hence cp is faithfull.
(Ait')

By Proposition 1.13 each object S c ~ has

a left adjoint say T•. Therefore (T,S)~ X and ~(T,S) = s.
Therefore ~ is representative.

Corollary 1.15 If ~ is replaced by Ens in the proposition

then there is an equivalence A f:! Ens(A
ll

) ~ I< •
Proof:

II
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Intuitively, the corollary points out that

the equivalence between A- and X assigns to each ob-

ject a ~A a pair of functors (T,S) where T , S

aYld where a c:A- is a representing object for the limi t

preserving functor s: A * ----,..Ens. Conversely, each

such pair (T,S) has connected to it a representing

object aE~ • When b is not the category of sets,

it makes no sense to talk about representing objects.

The closest analogy is to discuss those pairs of adjoint

functors which are ~enbers of the cateGory X. In order

to proceed, some definitions r~st first be ~ade.

Definitions

(i) The functor category ~(d,*} is called the category

of A - algebras in :tJ •

(ii) Next, given categories S and lr , proposition 1.14

and the foregoing definition rotivate the idea of defining

a ~- object in'£ as a functor F: ,J!J*--+Q3 which pre-

serves lindts.

It is important to notice that each limit preserv

ing functor F: ~ *----.iB will have an adjoint because

sui table assUI:lptions will be made on I:r. Therefore,

whenever it is convenient, the category rg(.e·) may be

replaced by the equivalent category~. Chapter two will
',n"'Ji-)discuss some of the properties of a functor category S( •



CHAPTER 2

('ll')
Some Properties of Categories of the Form Q3

This chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section will continue the discussion of the functor

category Yj3{J3¥) which began in Chapter one. All the

categories involved will be assumed complete, locally

small, and to have cogenerators. The generator property

involved will later be stated explicitly. The second

section will specialize the discussion to the functor
(Bl~) .

category '{k. where m and ~~ are the categories of

Boolean lattices and Boolean spaces respectively.

Section 1

The purpose of this section is to Leneralize

a situation for topological Groups. An object in the

category of topological Groups ~ay be thou8ht of as an

underlying set TG together with two structures making

TG a topological space and a group in a compatible way.

Functors F~ and F~ can be defined fr~ the category of

topoloe;ical groups "1t1 to t}:e cntebory of topological

spaces '1, or to the category of groups --C, by mappfng any

33



topological group to its underlying space or to its under

lying grQ~p respectively. Each of these functors nay be

followed by the underlying set functor U, which maps any

space or group to its underlying set. The point about all

this is that the process is cOL£utative; i.e., the follow-

ing diagram is comr~utative.

It is this comr~tative situation that will be

generalized. Let ~ and 1) be categories with distinguished

obj ects B and D respectively. Define horl- functors as

follows:

H:B: ~ )0 Ens :B'~ (B,B')£ = HB (B')

HD: 1] ~ Sns: D'~ (D, D' )J1 = E D (D' )

I tl t f h f t V YJ : 'Q (1j>l) '.Qn 1e nex ew paragrap s unc ors v v ~ ~

and VC>. •• '0 (I3~) ~ fA- d f' d t' t tl f 11 .<N ll) - o'J are e lne so na 1e 0 oWlng

diagram comr~utes in some sense.

(2.1)

34
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This makes sense because c:( is a natural transformation

from X to Y. By the definition of a natural transforna-

E A (0{) = c< (A) :X(A)-~>Y(A).

35
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(13ft-)
For any object X in li3 put E A (X) = X(A).

For anJ' morphism d- :X~Y in ~ (~ put

tion, EA preserves identities. By the definition of

co~position of natural tr&~sfor.atio~s, EA preserves

composition.

Hence EA is a functor.

Define Ve as the evaluation at the distin~uished

. l~-\')
ob j e c t D 0 f J);:l. e. V 3 : '63 ) 03 :X .~ X( D) •

(iJ~)

To define V1J : '63 ~ JJ proceed as fol10\Vs.

Forn tr.e cOLlposite HBX:jJ*~E~s. The functor HBX

Proposition 2.1 For any object A in b*, evaluation at
(1:3~)

A is a funct or E A : "8 ~ 03 •

Proof:

Proposition 2.2 V~ as defined above· is (the object

function of) a functor -g(Jjjt~ IJ •

is a conposite of linQ~ preserving fu~ctors and there

fore (by corollary 1.7) it has a left adjoint. Hence by

Proposi tion 1.11 it is representable. For each X E iB (B*)

ohoose a representing object V~ (X) inlr for the composite

functor HBX.



~roof:

To define V~ on morphisms proceed as follows.
(£}~)

Let 0( :X--)~. Y be a morphism in 16 • Form the COI:1PO~

sites HBX and HBy and choose as representing objects

V~ (X) and VJS (Y) respectively. Since d is a natural

transformation, 'H13~ is a natural trhnsfo:r:r:lation from

HBX to H13y. By corollary 1.9 HB~ has the form (f,-)

for a unique morphisr.l f:V ~ (X) ~ VJ)(Y). Put V(J:,(d..) = f.

By the uniqueness of f, V~(~) is well defined.

, The fact that ':e satisfies the axiof:ls for a func

tor comes from the facts that HBd.. and cJ.. are natural trans-
.,

forraations. / / '

Each X ~ o:{8"1 has a left adjoint, say xfJ. Then,

by adjointness, HBX is represented by X#B. Hence,

HDV~(X) = (D,V~(X))~ = (V~(X),D)~.

N (X#13, D).2tt f:! ( 13 , X(D) )-6

= (J3,.v~(X) )8= H13v.~(X).

The natural equivalence of (V~(X) ,D)J;t"'" and (X#13,D)~lrcones

from the uniqueness of the representing object. The.
natural equivalence of (X#13,D)~~and (B,X(D))~ comes from

the fact that y;jf---l X. Therefore HDVJj(X) and H13Vs(x).

are naturally equivalent for each X ~ ~(~~). Essen-

tially what this arguLlent says is that the functor

H: f}'!!'-) ) Ens:X "V'-''-'>(B,X(D))g ~ (D, V.eX)Jj

has been defined so that the conposites nBV
iB

and HDVJ1 are

36
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naturally equivalent functors. Intuitively, for each

limit preserving functor X f ~(~~, HBX -is an object in ~

on the set S = HEx(D) and XeD) is an object in ~ on the

same set S.

Consider diagram (2.1). There are two topics

that must be discussed with respect to this diagralli.

These are existence and uniqueness. For existence it

will be shm-m that if W: Jj * )0 Ens is a representable

functor and if V is ~~ object of ~ such that HB(V) = WeD)

then W can be lifted to a li~it preserving functor

X: JJ * --+B .wi th HBX = \-/ and XeD) = V. _For uniqueness

it is necessary to show that if VE (X) = V"8 (x') and

VJO (X) = V9j (X '-) then X ~ X'.

Uniqueness will be considered first. In order

to proceed, some definitions have to be made.

Definitions

(i) An object D in a category ~ is called a (Freyd)

generator for l:! if and only if the functor

HD: ~ l Ens:D' ...-.--;> (D,D').e is faithful; i.e., for

any distinct morphisms f,g:E ~F in- ~ there exists a

morphism e:D ~E such that fe -I gee

(ii) Let F and E be objects in a category Is. F is called

a proper subobject of E if ~ld only if there exists a

monomorphism F~E which is not an isoraorphisIJ.



of colilLlits.

Proof:

is defined

Since D is a Grothen-•

one object D.

next suppose o(:XIl\----)e)e.X'I~

~D = I:X(D)---+)X'(D) is a natural equivalence between

(.8~)
Let X,X' E ~ and aSSUI:1e XeD) = X' (D) • Then

Now the theoreL about uniqueness can be stated "

constructed fro@ D by trmlsfinitely iterated fornation

subcategory 3( of JJ, where D. e '6<

and proven.

Theorer.. 2.3 If B t 15 is a generator and D Eo JJ is a

Grothendieck generator, tl en V1j (X) and V1i3 (X) determine

X E ~(~~ up to natural equivalence; i.e., if HBX ~ HBX'

and XeD) ~ X'(D) then there exists a natural equivalence

rJ..:X ~ XI.

and is a natural equivalence between" X and X' for a full

X and X' on the full subcatetiory of ~* consisting of the

dieck generator, every object in ~ can be written as

(iii) An object D in a category bis called a ~G~r~o~t~~~~

generator for JI if and onl;/ if for any object E in JJ and

for any proper subobject F of E, there exists a morphism

e:D --+-E which does not factor through F.

Remark In Isbell [5] it is proved tLat in a locally snaIl

and co-co~plete category b , ~~ object D is a Grothendieck

generator for ~ if and only if no proper subclass of the

class of objects of ~ includes D and is closed under the

fornation of colinits. Thus ever~r obj ect of JJ can be
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Theoren 2.4 Let vi: J2j * --+~Ens be a representable functor

hence, XQ =~lirn X'E with the linit maps ~i"Xhi where

'i = ~E(i)· Since X' takes colin~ts to linits, it is

also true that X'Q =~lin X'E with lioit raps xhi • By

the'uniqueness of linits this induces a unique iso~lOrphism9

IIbecause B is a generator by assumption.)

Extend

serves

an iterated coliG.it of D. Hence, to prove the theorem,

X takes this to XQ =~lim XE with Xhi:XE(i)---..XQ the

limit maps. By assuI:Lption (( is a natural equivalence;

Let Q = ~E where E:J-~ with hi:E(i)~Q

the colimit T1aPS. By the assumptions on X, the functor

~:XQ'----+tX'Q where ~iXhi = X'hi~.

By assunption HBX ~ HBX'. Then, sinc~ HB pre

lir.its HB(f) must be of the forr1 HBXQ~HBX'Q.

.J.. to 01.' by putting olQ = ~. now the transforration

d.' :XJ~ --.,.~ X'l~' formed froLl c.. and d.Q is natural because

HB~, is natural and HB is faithful. (~ote:HB is faithful

Now for existence. In addition to the previous

assunptions, assu~e further that in ~ the following con

dition holds. For any object B' in~ and for any bijection

f:HB(B') ~ S in Ens there exists an object B" in "63

and an isomorphisIl1 ~:B • B" in fS such that HB(cp) = f.

This is called the transportability assumption.

it is sufficient to extend ~ over one mqre object Q

which is a coli~it of a diagram E in ~ •
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and let V be an object of E such that HB(V) = W(D).

Assume further that the following conditions hold.

(a) D is a generator.

(b) Every morphisn from D to a copower of D

is a coordinate injection.

(c) For every object Y of ~ and for every sub

set S of HB( y) the subfunctor hS of hy whos,e

values hS(Q) consist of all f:Q~Y such

that HB(f) factors through S, is represent

able.

Then, ".'! can be lifted to a lioit preserving

functor X: J:;* ~iB witl HBx = W and XeD) = V.

Proof:

Let I.D be the I-th copower of D. Define

XCI.D) = V.I. By the transyortability assulliption

there is an I-th power object on the underlying set

W( I .D) • B:J'assur ption (b) this a:[fects the lifting

from Ens to 7B for the' full subcategory of copm-lers of

D.

Since D is a generator any other object D' in

is an epimorphic image of the copower H(D').D= D'

Hence \'1(D') is a subset S of \'l(ID'1 ).' Fow X(D') can,

be construct ed in X( ID'\ ) by (c). This takes care of

all the rnorphisDs from D to D'; i.e;, t~e coordinates

of jD'I-~)D' are napped to coordinates of XCD' )~x( ID'I ) ~

r:orphisDs fron a copower I.D to D' are descri bed b~' their
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followinG exar:-.ple shows t::-,at it is not possiole to weaken

JDt'I~D" ~D' which naps to X(D') ----~V.I Dill.

II

Since HE is al'r1"t f ~ t 1" ·"t " "G'v>,..CO~L,"l SON 0 lrll s In .::.1.1..).

X( fA )X( ~) = X(D')-~" VolD' 'I = x( ~d, ).

Now v.ID" 'I~X(D" ,) is an identity~ Eence,

For X( ~) and X( cA ), X is defined on the respec~

tive cOBposites D" '~D' e..nd D" ~D'" which

For any D'----' D", X is defined on the conpo-
J

nap to X(D')---.' V.ID"'I and X(D"')--tV./D"1 0

then X( ~ ~ ) = X( J.. )X( ~ ) in 113 •

For X( ~ 'J\ ), X is Ci efined on the COL:lposi te

X has been properly defined for objects and

Theorer.l 203 makes use· of the facts tl:at D is a

morphisms. It remains to show that if

~~ :D' '~D" '~D' is a r:,orphisfl in lJ,

Grothendieck generator and "4hat E is a generator. The

Claim: X is lirut preserving.

};ow HEX = iii b~' construction.· Then HEx = VI takes

X: ~ * ----'~~'"B 0

hor.l functor, X preserves the lir.ri.ts in Jj*.

Hence W has been lifted to a licit preserving functor

Claim: X is a functor.

siteID'I--~)D'~D" which naps to X(D")---~V.ID'I.

coordinates D~D' and are mapped accordingly.

Since HE tal~es this to a map factoring through W(D'),

it factors uniquely through HD(D').
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this hypothesis so that B and D are both generators.

ExmJple 2.1 Let ~ and ~ be complete lattices with

more than one atom. Let D and B be the least elements

of 1I and a3 respectively. Then X(D) (the greatest

element) and HEx are essentially the same for all X

but not all X are isomorphic.

Proof:

Every object of ~ and S is a cenerator since

any hom functor HD' (for Dt f.~ ) or HB' (for B' €-'8 )

is trivially faithful. Trivially, because any hom

set in ~ or Q3 has at I:lost one eleL'18nt. There is no

Grothendieck generator in a complete lattice. To see

this let C be an atom of the lattice and notice that

the zero of the lattice is a proper subobject of C.

An object E (different from the zero) cannot be a

Grothendieck generator for the lattice because there

.do es not exist a map E --..+ C. The zero of the lattice

cannot be a Grotbendieck generator because any nap

from the zero can be factored through the subobjects

of any object.
(~'~)

Let. X,X' f "B and let D be the least eleI1ent

of J:J. Then XeD) = X' (D) since a cOr.1plete latti.ce has

a unique greatest elenent. Now HBXeD') has exactly

one element for any object DI f: ls because any. hom

set in a lattice contains at most one elenent and

42



In ending this section, it must be pointed

out that Isbell in~]shows by counter-exaEple that

these theorer.~s do not apply in the case where ~ = 7J = dJ,

the category of topological spaces.

43

B ~ X(D') for all BE- ~, D'E~. Then HBX(D') and HEx, (D')

are isomorphic for each object D' E ~. The fact that
(.£3',*)

not all X f Q3 are naturally equivalent cones from

the fact that if this were so it would ir::ply that any

two lattice homoTIorphisms between two given complete

lattices would be naturally equivalent and therefore

equal. II



Section 2

Considering the remarks made in introducing

the first section of this chapter, this section will

show that the ideas developed in Section 1 provide a

true generalization of what is intuitively expected

in the case of topological groups. The procedure

will be to show that this situation holds in the gene-

ral case of topological algebras. This section will

then proceed to study in detail sone aspects of one

such category of topological algebras, naf.lely the

category Xo~whose objects are the zero-dimensional,

cOli:pact, Hausdorff, Boolean lattices.

To begin with, let A be an equational class

of algebras of type ~ , let 7 be the category of topo

logical spaces, and let 1J., be the ca~egory of topologi

cal A- algebras.

Proposition 2.5 There is an equivalence 14 ~ 'J (K) •

Proof:

We prove in detail part of this assertion.

For A = (y,(f;().(~I'O){-::J.4 let the underlying

algebra of A be denoted by A = (Y, (f",) r) .and let the
a '" rJ..€.

underlying topo~ogical space of A be denoted 'by As = (Y,O).

44



4.5

For BfA , let [B,~ be the space with the under

lying set (B,Aar and with the subspace topology from AdBI•

For h:B .B' fA, let [h,A,\ be the map iE' ,11] )[B,Al :u---u"h.

The map u~uQh is continuous since prb(uoh) = u(h(b))

= prh(b)(u) is continuous. Then it is clear that there

is a func tor [- ,A1:.4 * ~ 1- •
Take a space X. Define an algebra <X,~as follows.

The underlying set of the algebra is the set of all con-

tinuous functions f:X---'.As • The operations of the al-

gebra are functionally defined; i.e., for the functions

U1 , ••• ,u~ the operations CPd- (u, , ••• ,un~) :X--~~As is

defined by the composite mapping

X
u,n ..•. nu",,- And. t..

) S

x ~(u, (x), ••• ,un (x))~ fo( (u, (x) , ••• ,u (x)).
~. n~

This map is continuous since A is a topological algebr.~.

For a continuous w:X--+~X' let <w,A) be the map

<x' ,A)--~~<X,A) :u~ u"w. The aap u~ u~w is continuous

since

q?c/.(u, , ••• ,un )ow = fJ. (u,n ••• nun )ow
~ ~

= f J.. (u," wn•••nunGi," w)

= eprJ,. (uf'w, ••• ,un~" w).

Hence there is a funct or (- ,A): t"J )--4*.
It is clear that b ,.!l and <- ,AI are adjoint on the

right where the correspondences (X, [B,A] )~4--" (B,<X,A))

are given by h~h \'There n(b)(x) = h(x)(b) and g~g



Thus there exists

where g(x) (b) = g(b) (x). Hence [-,Al~c1J(A*).

:r-rext, for h:A ~ C E"1{ the maps [B,.A)-~~[B,CJ

defined by u~ hou are continuous since prb(hou)

= h(u(b)) = (hoprb)ou for each bfB.

a natural transformation ~ ,h1 : [-,A) ----')o~[- ,Bl. So in

all, we have defined a functor ~: '14 ~ ".:]: (A*) where

~A =[- ,A) and rh =[-, hl ·
This ~ is faithful. To show this take h,k:A~CE~

with h I k. Then there exists an a(A where h(a) I k(a).

Take B free on {x11 in A and u:B .,.Aa with u(x1) = a.

Then.. h .. u I leou. Thus (~h)B I (~k)B; hence, ~h I ~k.

It \Vill now be proven that ~ is full., For any

natural transforraation t:[-,Al )[-,B], we have the na-

tural transformation s:(-,Aa)-~'(-,Ba ) on the level of

underlying sets, and hence by the dual of Proposition 1.9,

s has the forn (-, f) where f :Aa )0 Ba c.. A . In particu-

lar, SFl: (Fl,Aa ) , (Fl,Ba ) :u~f .. u is the underlying

set map of t Fl :[Fl ,A1 ,. [PI, B] • Since ....'le can show

(which is ooitted here) that A~[Fl,A) and A~)As

are naturally equivalent functors, this shows that f is

continuous; i.e., f:A-+B f= ~ , and t =[-,f].

It remains to sh6w tLat ~ is representative.

Given any G f ":]: (~*), let X = GF1. Operations ~:r~x

are defined by r{J<J.= Gh,( where h~ :Fl~Fn :h(x1) = f ~ (x1 .,·... 'XU ).

Then A = (X,(f~ )~fI) is a topological algebra of the re

quired type. That in fact A E14 follows, by considering



underlying sets, from the proof of Proposition 1.12.

Then, G and [-,Al have isomorphic values for Fl since

X = GFl and [Fl,Al ~ As = X. Moreover, for the under

lying set functor U: u:t )0 Ens VIe have UG ;;; (- ,Aa ) by

the proof of Proposition 1.12, and hence the hypothesis

of Theorem;2.3 are satisfied with ~= r:J, lJ=A , D = Fl,

and HB = U. It follows that G ~ [- ,A] •

In order to link this discussion with the

earlier discussion, notice that the distinGuished ob

jects in the cateGories ~ and A are the one point space

and the free algebra on one generator respectively.

Wi th the natural fort3etful functors Fj and FA from ~

to ~ and A respectively, and with the added catebory

equivalence f' we now have from diaBram (2.1)" on p.36

the following diagram.

47
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To begin with it must be renarked that ~ is

defined so that (B,V4 G) ~ UGB is natural in G and B.

For A €~ , fA = [- ,Al· Hence (VA=' f)A = VA ( [ -,A]) •

Thus, by the above renark, (E,~ fA) = U[B,Al = (B,Aa )

is natural in B and A. Hence VA~rA ~ Aa = F~ A; i.e.,

VA 0 ~ = FA • II

----- -----

In order to show that tIle new definitions

generalize the usual procedure for topological al

gebras, it is necessary to sh01'T that FA- ~ ~"~ and

F~ ~ V7°~ •

Proposition 2.6 FA ~ ~·r

Proof:

Proposition 2.7 F'J = V'J -0 f
Proof:

For Af::'J4, V;{~(A) = [Fl,AJ~ As = F7-(A).

Hence V"J°r= F7·

These two propositions have shovm that the new

definitions provide a true generalization of the usual

definitions associated with a topological algebra. As

mentioned in the introduction to this section, attention

II

,...
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will now be focused on the category ~o~ of zero-

dimensional, compact, Hausdorff, Boolean lattices.

Let ~ be the category of Boolean spaces and let ~

be the category of Boolean lattices respectively.

As a general notational convenience, if L E-Xo'2t ,

then let L
s

and La denote the underlyinG space or

lattice respectively.

Proposition 2.8 )\0m ~ ~(,8tlt')

Proof:

In th~ context of topological algebras ~o~

can be considered as a full subcategory of all topo

logical Boolean lattices. By theorem 2.5 there exists

an equivalence 1Bl~ :1 eg
£<I). For A ~){o'fli, [B,~ is a closed

IBI (£t*)
sUbs~ace of As ,hence Boolean. Thus 1:- ,AJE.~ •

Next, given the limit preserving functor T:M*~~,

then the construction of A t:- 'jfJ. such that f ,A] ~ T (this

is a special case of the previous general discussion)

shows that As = T(Fl) • Thus As ~ ~ and 'so A ~ -Xo~· / /

Among the lirrit·preserving functors from ~*

to &is the stone Duality functor. The following

proposition proves this fact in a way t~at points out

that 2 ~ XoBe. corresponds to this functor under the

equivalence described in the previous proposition.
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" is a natural equivalence between S and G.
X

It is clear that rJ.. is an isornorphisn for each
X

It remains to check the naturality. For

~nerefore, as defined, Gf is a lattice homo10rphism.

Recall from exa1.1ple 1.2 that the functor S: &-+&

Proposition 2.9 The stone Duality functor H: ~*~~

was defined to be the functor that mapped any Boolean

Define G:~~l1L:X~)(X,2s) where (X,2s ) is taken

as a Booleun sublattice of 2lX1

: (f:X-Y)~ ((Y, 2s )~ (X,2s ) :g~go f).

Now Gf(gvh) = (gvh)~f = (gof)v(hof). Also

Gf(g~h) = (gAh)of = (gof)A(hcf), and Gf(a') = Gf(a)'.

space X to the Boolean lattice of its open-closed sets.

Define J:S~G:SXI\.""'0GX:A·"\.""'~~X where -v is
'" A AA

the characteristic function 'for A (as a subset of X).

Claim:

f:X .y ~~ consider the' following diagran.

may be defined as that functor which maps any Boolean

lattice L to Hom (L,2a ) ~ 2JLI •

.:Proof:
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Then Gfo tty (A) = Gf.XA = 'X
A

l1 f

Also QX l1Sf (A) = ~X(f-1(A» = Xf -1(A)

(

l if f(x) E A
Note that VY-lX, l ADf(x) = ;tA(f(x» = 0

'"' :t1. if f (x) ~ A

Hence 1v
A

l1 f = 1-f-1(A) and therefore Gfl' O<y = 0( XO Sf.

This H is just a specific example of the functor

[-,Al of the previous discussion in Proposition 2.5.

Recall from ex~~ple 1.2 that the functor

T:~--~)~'~ was defined to be the functor which

maps fu'1.y lattice L to i ts ultrafilter space .JL L.

Define Y:T--~~H:TL~HL:U~ XU'

where' X is the characteris:tic function for U.
U

Claim: "( is a natural equivalence between T and H.

First, it wilY be sho\Vll that 0L is a homeo

morphism for each L E "'Bt.. In order to prove. that dL

is continuous, it suffices to show that all pra l1 ¥L for a L

are continuous. Now pra°';rL(U) = pra(%u) = Xu(a)

= cfa(U) , so' that pr "0. = ,1J. Then 1 -1 [11a L ~a a

={U:cfa(U) = l~ =[U:lu(a) = 11 =[U:aEUdl-f= naG Also

Cf
a

- 1 [01 = (n a )' = R a ,' Thus CPa is continuous and

therefore all prao~L are continuous. Therefore 0L is

rr'"
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continuous. Note that if t £ (L,2 ) then Ux =1- -1{11. a

:is an ultrafil ter. Now, U1. u :;: U and X'U'X- =t. Hence

tbe mappings U~Xu ana ::t ~Ux- are inverses.

Therefore 0L is one-to-one and onto. Hence, because

TH and lIL are compact Hausdorff spaces, . ¥ L is a homeo

morphisn.

It remains to check the naturality of o.
Let f:L----~)K and consider the following diagram.

Let U ~ TK. Then Hfe ¥K(U) = Hf 'X-u ~ :XUf. Also

OLe Tf(U) = 0L(f-
1

(u») = Xf~1 (U)· But XUf = 1.-f -1 (D).

Therefore 0L 0 Tf = Hf -0 oK and hence the diaeran COIIlL1Utes.

Therefore Q is natural.

This completes the proof of this proposition. II

The rest of this thesis will concern itself

with comparing the categories Ens and ?<~~.

r.
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Let f,g:X---~~.Y where fig. Then there exists

Define P:Ens --~)o 'Xo"fi31:X ~) 2X, where 2 is the two

elenent object in J<"~.
: (f:X---+-Y)~ (Pf :2Y~ 2X:u"'Vv--,>uof) ..

II

This proof will first show that h factors

Proof:

Ler:nna 2. 10 P is faithful.

Then P is a contravariant functor.

jection.

an X€X such that f(x) I g(x). Now Pf,pg:2Y ~ 2X,

hence for uE2Y and x~X, prxoPf(u) = prx(uof) = u(f(x))

and prxoPg(u) = prx(uog) = u(g(x)). Since f(x) I g(x)

there exists a u~2Y such that u(f(x)) I u(&(x)), (for

example u = 't{f(x)1 ).

Thus prxoPf I prxoPg ".and hence Pf I ?g~

LeTil!~,a 2. 11 Any T:lO rphi sa h: 2X~ 2 in Xo~ is a pro-

through a projection 2X
---.)o 2Y for Y~X, Y finite.

Then X may be assumed finite and the proof of the

Proof:

proposition will then be given.

Note that h- 1 {l~ is an ultrafilter Dh • Since

h is continuous, Dh is open-closed and hence it is a

neighbourhood of lE2X•
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Now u(xi ) = v(xi ) implies UVV'E f\ Ux so h(uvv' ) = 1

and therefore h(u)vh(v), = 1. Hence h(u)~ h(v). By

symmetry, also h(v)) h(u). Hence h(u) = h(v).

Hence h factors as 2X ~ 2 {x\ , ••• , X n1 ) 2.r g

Now to prove the proposition. Suppo~e for each

X~X, h :f px. Hence there exists a Ux € 2X with h(~x) -I ux(x).
,

Now, if ux(x) = 1, consider Ux instead. So it ~y be

assumed that ux(x) = 0 and h(ux) = 1, for each x. Using

the assunption that X is finite put u =Au. Thenx
u(z) =/\ ux(z) = 0 iI:lplies that u = 0 for all z f X and

h(u) = O. Also h(u) = A h(ux ) = I which is contradictory.

II

is

finite).

will then be continuous trivially (since its domain is

g:2{X1' ••• 'Xi'l1 __~) 2 can be defined by g.r = h, where g

For x t X, put Ux = Px-1{11. Now px is a

projection; hence, it is continuous and therefore

a-projection.

Hence h = Px and therefore any h:2X~2 in ?(o"£1..

Ux is open-closed.

Note that Rx Ux = {l) 0 In a cocpact Hausdorff

space X any filter basis 1Y of closed neighbourhoods

of a E X wi th V~V = { a1- is a basis for the neighbourhood

filter of a~ X. This inplies that there exist

xl' ••• '~ E X such that Uh~ U
Xi

t""I ••• 0 U
Xh

•

It must now be shown for the restriction map

r:2X ) 2&1'··· ,xr;\ that if u,v (:. 2X and if u(xi) = v(xi )

for i = l, ••• ,n then h(u) = h(v). If this holds then
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if Px= Pz" then x = z'.) Then pyh = Px'

Define u:Y~X:u(y) = x where pyh = Px ; i.e., Pu(y) = pyh.

Then Pu:2X~ 2Y: S~Pu(~) = ~u.

IIP h implies that Pu = h.
Y

So

Define 'rf:A .2(A,2) by 'Y}(x) (If) = tf (x) for

xEA ~d f€ (A, 2). Now A is compact and ~ is continuous;

hence, the image is closed.·

The following leor,a points o~t the iLlportance

played b~T the. two element object in J<o m.
Lemma 2.13 .Any object AE-y,o~ is isor:.orphic to 2(A,2).

Proof:

Let h:2X~ 2Y be a morphism in I<o~ and

consider any proj ection p,,: 2Y ; )0 2. (Note that
oJ

Proof:

Lemma 2.12 P:Ens--''' ltoRQ :X~) 2X is .full.

Claim: 71 is dense. ,This will then imply that1} is onto.

The standard basic open sets' of 2(A,2) are

given by distinct l.f1"'.' lfn' 'P1, ••• , I)Jk f (A,2) consist

ing of all f t 2(A,2) such that f( Cfi) = 1 and f( 'iJ i) = o.

To show that there is a ~ (x) anong these, an x €: A raust

be found such that ~i(x) = 1 and ~i(x) = o. Putting

Ui = lFi - 1{1) and Vj = IJ'j-1{11thiS says that an x~A

must be found such that XE f'\Ui and x' E (\ Vj • l~ow, since

Ui f Vj for all i and j,f\Ui {V j for each J~(fix j; pick
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ful and representative contravariant functor by lemmas

2·.12, 2.10, and 2.13 respectively. Therefore it defines

II

II

is a full, faith-

The following theorem sumLarizes and finishes

the present discussion of )(0Ri •

and it maps a and b differently.

Theorem 2.14 The functor p. provides a dual equivalence

between Ens and -Xu~.

Proof:

dual equivalence between Ens and Xc &.

I
zi EO Ui with zi ~ Vj; then VZi belongs to n Ui and

I ,
(Vzi) I = I\zi E Vj). Henc.e xi E (\ Ui with x j ~ V

j
, and

I
for x =1\ Xj' X f n Ui , Xl = VXj f () Vj.

Claim: 1 is one-to-one.

Let a, b t: A where a, b -I 0, and a -I b. Then

to show 1(a) -I1(b) notice that ~(x)(~) = q(x), and

hence this amounts to finding a qJ~ (A,2) wi th q(a) -I Cf (b).

It is a lmown fact (see for intance [11) that any A E'Xc~

is pro-finite. Hence there exists an h:A • B in Xc aM

where B is finite wLd h(a) I h(b). Then there exists

g:B~ 2 such that g(h(a) I g(h(b». Then goh <: (A,2)
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